
Fall  •  Kindergarten

Look around: Agriculture is everywhere.  
Agriculture is making things grown on farms,  
like plants and animals, into things we use.  

These all came from agriculture! Even soap comes 
from agriculture. It is made from fat from cattle, and 
oil from corn and soybeans.  

Agriculture is  
Everywhere!

Matching
It starts on the farm...How does it end up? 
Draw a line to connect the matching 
items.
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Agriculture:  Helping you every day!

What is a State Symbol?

A state symbol is chosen to show you special things about 
a state. Our state chose many things from agriculture to 
tell people about Minnesota.

State Agriculture Symbols
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Have you been to the State Fair? It is a lot of 
fun! It is also about agriculture. Farmers bring 
their best crops and farm animals. They can 
win prizes for the best ones.

County Fairs
Many counties in Minnesota have their own 
fair. Each one shows the agriculture that is 

grown in that county. 
You can see many kinds 
of plants and animals 
at the county fair.

State Events
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Tell how farmers and agriculture give us all the things on these pages. 
Write agriculture below.

Practice

We need food  
to live. What is  
your favorite  
school lunch  
food? 

Draw a picture  
of it. Do you know  
how this food comes 
from agriculture? 3

Circle things at school that come from agriculture.  
Can you find all 8 items?

Agriculture is in Your  
School and Your Home.

Check (    ) the things you like to do.  

Agriculture is  
everywhere in  
your community. 

Visit a Farm
Play Sports

Visit an Orchard

Read at the Library Buy Groceries

Eat Ice Cream

Plant a Garden

agriculture


